We prove that for a large class of inductive limit C*-algebras, including inductive limits of finite direct sums of interval and circle algebras, any »-isomorphism is induced from an approximate intertwining, in the sense of Elliott, between the inductive systems defining the algebras.
In [3] Elliott introduced a notion, called an approximate intertwining, between two sequences of C* -algebras, and used it successfully to extend, beyond the AF-algebras, the class of C*-algebras for which AMheory is a complete invariant. The purpose of this note is to show that for a considerable class of inductive limit C* -algebras, including the inductive limits of finite direct sums of interval algebras, C[0, I]® Mn, and circle algebras, C(T) $ Mn , any *-isomorphism is induced by an approximate intertwining. So with this notion Elliott has grasped all isomorphisms of such C* -algebras. This result shows to what extent the inductive limit C*-algebra reflects the inductive system defining it and gives a useful tool for the study of the structure of such inductive limit C*-algebras. 
This definition should be compared with that in [3] . Schematically, an approximate intertwining can be visualized as follows.
m (2) a« (3) Jm (3) m (4) This diagram is analogous to the diagram in [1, p. 206] , which has played such an important role in the study of AF-algebras. The difference is that the triangles do not commute exactly, but only better and better as one approaches infinity in the diagram. Theorem 3 (Elliott) . An approximate intertwining between the diagrams (A) and (B) induces a ^-isomorphism between A = lim Ai and B = lim B¡.
Proof. From the norm estimates in the definition of an approximate intertwining, it follows that
Gm(ñ)-j<i Therefore Lemma 1 can be applied to get approximately filtered »-homomorphisms a -lim a; : A -> B and ß = lim ßi. : B -> A . By using the original estimates from the definition of an approximate intertwining it is easily seen that q and ß are inverses of each other. □ Lemma 4. Assume that the generating sets F¡ C A¡ and G¡ ç B¡ are all finite sets. Let a: A -> B be a ^isomorphism such that a and a~ both are approximately filtered.
Then a is induced from an approximate intertwining of the sequences (A) and (B).
Proof. Assume that a and ß = a~ are derived from the data indicated by the following two diagrams:
,n(4)
Let t., t2, t3,... be the sequence in ]0, 1[ determined recursively as follows:
', = 1/6 and 2tn+x+tn = l (n+l) n > 1.
We construct an approximate intertwining between (A) and (B), which can be described schematically as follows:
where the »-homomorphisms a\ : A, > -> 5^., , are related to the a( 's by ( 
) a' = "*<*»)> m(c,) ° act ° <¿«(c,), "(v,)
. ' e N > for some strictly increasing sequence {c¿} ç N with n(y¡) < n(ct) and w(c() < k(x¡). Once this is done it follows from Lemma 1 that a = lim a' = lim a;, so that a is the »-isomorphism induced by the constructed approximate intertwining. The construction proceeds by induction. To construct a¿, set yx = 1 and choose any ci £ N such that n(l) < n(cx) and IK/4i)(*)) -¿V,) ° \ ° ^(C,),»(i)(x)ll < h. (3) Wß(4{xd)(y)) -4b) ° h ° Vk{b),k{xdp)W < hd+i.
for y e Nd , where ^ is the union of \Ja<d Vk(Xll),k(x/Gk(a)) and a'd(Md) ■ This can be done by the definition of /? = lim /?., using that Á^ is a finite set. Next find yd+x in N so large that
,n{yd))(Md) ■ This can be done because H%>)(Z)H = ^-oo \\<i>nv),nb)(z)\\ for each z■ Set /?¿ = 4>n{yd+i),/(6)°ßb° Vk{b),k{xd) ■ For each x e Md ' we find the following estimates, using first (4), then (3) and (1), and finally (2) Then a is approximately filtered.
Proof. For each i £ N, the set F¡ = \Jj<¡■4>i ¡(F.) is finite. Our assumptions are therefore strong enough to give us a strictly increasing sequence {k(i)} in N and »-homomorphisms a¡ : Ai -* 5fc(;) such that
We use this to construct by induction a strictly increasing sequence {m (i) x G /^ , /' > k, we conclude that a(pk(x)) = a o pk(x), x £ Fk, k £ N. Hence a = a and the proof is complete. D
